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                Explore Freudenberg
            
About us







    
Creative technical solutions of excellent quality – that’s what Freudenberg stands for. In thousands of demanding applications – from cars to power plant turbines, from outerwear to cleaning robots. Our success is based on technological expertise and innovation strength. Guided by the mission to shape the future sustainably: through efficient, increasingly digitized processes, resource-saving products and sophisticated services.
 With responsibility for people, society and natural resources.
 With long-term vision.
For 175 years.








    


        

    




    

    

        
            
                

    
            
        



            

        
        
            
    
        

    


                            0
                        billion (€)sales achieved in 2023.
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                        market segmentswith thousands of applications in around 60 countries.
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                        employeesensure that the Freudenberg success story continues.









    


        

    




    

    

        
            
                

    
            
        



            

        
        
            
    
        

    














    

    
        

    

                Financials for 2023
            

                Freudenberg achieves impressive business performance
            
During its 175th anniversary year, Freudenberg is reporting more solid growth. Operating profit, sales and investments in research and development reached their highest-ever levels during fiscal year 2023.
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                Working at Freudenberg
            
As a global technology group, we not only make the world cleaner, healthier and more comfortable, but also offer our more than 52,000 employees a globally connected and inclusive environment where everyone can develop individually.
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                175 Years of Freudenberg
            
We are celebrating a major anniversary this year. For 175 years, we have been developing innovative solutions, improving materials, and making technological progress. We’ve been doing this since 1849, convinced all the while that financial success and the well-being of society are goals firmly linked with one another.
We are proud of our successes over the many decades of Freudenberg’s history. Then as now, curiosity has been the engine driving us forward. We have truly been Curious since 1849.
Explore
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            An invention from Japan conquers the world
What are smart plasters and how do they work?


                Read more


	

            Precious water
Access to clean water is a challenge in many parts of the world. We develop solutions for water applications.


                Read more
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            Carl Johann Freudenberg

                Read more


	

            A world without plastic? No thank you!
Is plastic's bad reputation justified? For some surprising answers, two experts share their views.


                Read more


	

            New product ideas for pet owners
Unveiling the magic behind creating smiles for both paws and their people – a tale from our product development journey.


                Read more
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                The Freudenberg Business Groups
            

        



            

        
        
            
    
        

    
The benefits of diversity
Freudenberg’s broad positioning makes the company agile, flexible and fit for the future, even in times of crisis. Diversification is our success model, variety our asset. Focused on their respective businesses, the Freudenberg divisions operate in close proximity to the market. In global networks with customers, partners and the scientific community, they develop tailor-made technical solutions and bring them to market maturity. Outstanding Freudenberg products and services make valuable contributions to the success of our customers. In around 40 market segments and 60 countries.
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                More about the company structure
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				20.03.2024
			
					Technology company presents financials for 2023
				
Freudenberg achieves impressive business performance.


				Read more
			



	
				09.02.2024
			
					Freudenberg Group celebrates 175th anniversary
				
A man signs a contract. His name is Carl Johann Freudenberg and the date is February 9, 1849.


				Read more
			



	
				09.02.2024
			
					Freudenberg mourns Dr. Hans-Jochen Hüchting
				
Dr. Hans-Jochen Hüchting, a Management Board Member of Freudenberg & Co. from 1994 to 2004, has passed away. He died on February 2, 2024, at the age…


				Read more
			



	
				04.12.2023
			
					New Business Group Freudenberg Flow Technologies
				
Freudenberg is consolidating its EagleBurgmann and Freudenberg Oil & Gas Technologies Business Groups to form Freudenberg Flow Technologies.


				Read more
			



	
				02.11.2023
			
					Future-oriented technologies for the energy transition: Federal Chancellor Olaf Scholz visits Freudenberg Group
				
Investments totaling millions of euros: tour of the production facility for gas diffusion layers | Visit to the Training Center: number of…


				Read more
			



	
				02.10.2023
			
					Freudenberg Board of Management repositioned as of January 1, 2024
				
New appointments for Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and Chief Technology Officer (CTO)


				Read more
			



	
				02.10.2023
			
					100 new jobs: Freudenberg expands medical device manufacturing at Galway site
				
The expansion is a strategic step to meet the increasing global demand for so-called hypotubes, which are a critical component of catheters for…


				Read more
			



	
				27.09.2023
			
					Freudenberg e-Power Systems launches the new XRANGETM Battery Pack for Buses and Trucks
				
Freudenberg e-Power Systems (FEPS) introduces its new battery pack XRANGETM for the electrification of trucks and buses.


				Read more
			
















    


        

    





                Social Media
            



More Social Media activities
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